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UNICEF ENGAGEMENT WITH THE SDGS

01 LOCALIZATION

02 CAPACITY SUPPORT

03 VOLUNTARY NATIONAL REPORTING

04 GLOBAL MONITORING

05 THEMATIC REPORTING
Localization

PRIME TENET OF SDGS

SUPPORT TO MAINSTREAM SDGS IN NATIONAL PLANS OF ACTION

SUPPORT TO NATIONAL STATISTICAL OFFICES TO LOCALIZE INDICATORS AND MEASURE THEM
CAPACITY SUPPORT

Monitoring, Storage, Analysis and Dissemination of SDG Indicators

Localized and Global Indicators

Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey Programme

Methodology for Measuring New Indicators in SDGs

SDG Monitoring Platform
VOLUNTARY NATIONAL REPORTING

SUPPORT – AS REQUIRED

IDENTIFYING ISSUES RELATED TO CHILDREN

SUPPORT TO ANALYSIS
GLOBAL MONITORING AND REPORTING

IN FULL CONSULTATION WITH COUNTRY GOVERNMENTS

GATHER, COLLATE, STANDARDIZE AND REPORT TO STTISTICAL DIVISION\n
FULL CONSULTATION WITH COUNTRIES ON KEY INDICATORS
Thematic reports on SDGs

UNICEF LEAD
Data availability
“baseline” report Feb 2018

UNICEF CONTRIBUTE
SOFI
SDG 6

THEMATIC REPORTING

Thematic reports on SDGs

UNICEF LEAD
Data availability
“baseline” report Feb 2018

UNICEF CONTRIBUTE
SOFI
SDG 6

REOIRT nn SDGs for CHILDREN

Looks at trajectories, not just baselines
Highlights the large number of countries with no data
And also large number of countries with insufficient data to see trends
THANK YOU!

unicef
for every child